Microsoft Excel 2013: Introductory (Shelly Cashman Series)
Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has to offer with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of students. With Microsoft Excel 2013, we’re continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our proven pedagogy to reflect the learning styles of today’s students. In this text you’ll find features that are specifically designed to engage students, improve retention, and prepare them for future success. Our trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach now encourages students to expand their understanding of Microsoft Excel 2013 through experimentation, critical thought, and personalization. With these enhancements and more, the Shelly Cashman Series continues to deliver the most effective educational materials for you and your students.
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**Customer Reviews**

Seller did a wonderful job getting the book to me in time for my class this semester. Book’s instructions are mostly clear (some of the data is not specifically given and I had to look at the pictures of it for reference). Also gives instructions on how to use certain parts of Excel with a touchscreen which is a nice touch (pun intended). No mark ups on pages and no rips or tears when I received it. Really good purchases got me through my class.
Awesome book. Literally takes you step by step and there is no way that you will get lost. Explains everything good and i was very pleased. Defenetly i will recommend!!!! if you're trying to learn excel

i'm sooooo glad that i came here to rent my book since my school wanted all most 200 for it.

Very satisfied

good condition
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